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The journals of an academic discipline provide a clear reflection of that discipline'spast, a synchronicportraitof its currentstate, and a glimpseof its dreams
and plans for the future. As icons, as loci of disciplinaryauthority,as editorial
soapboxes or coxswain's benches, as steppingstones and milestones, journals
figurelargely in the life of every professionalacademician.Some fields rely on
theirjournals mainly for communicationof professionalknowledge,but in other
fields periodicals perform an even more fundamentalfunction. Our discipline,
composition studies, was formed by and largely exists throughthe professional
journalsin which our work appears. Now changes impendin the journals of our
field, changes that will have a profoundinfluence on our disciplinaryworld. In
this essay I will examine where our scholarshiporiginated,how we came to be
the sorts of academicswe are today, and where ourjournalsmay be takingus in
the future.Along the way I will examine the majorperiodicals,both well-established and new, that have createdand will continueto shape our field.
The story of many academicdisciplines is a story of increasingspecialization
and fragmentationof interests, and the field that was to evolve aroundthe study
and teaching of writing is exemplaryin this respect. If we trace articles written
about compositionand its teachingduringthe last century,we find them shifting
venues in this narrowingpattern:from general magazinesto educationjournals
to Englishjournals to level-specificEnglishjournalsto compositionjournals and
finallyto compositionjournals differentiatedby methodology,philosophy,political viewpoint,and level of pedagogicorientation.
In the beginning,articles on "the teachingof English" (which usually meant
"acceptableusage") appearedin popular nineteenth-centuryintellectual weeklies or monthlies like Harper's, Littell's Living Age, and Columbian Review.

Before approximately1870there was no identifiable"profession"of the modern
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languagesgoing on at most colleges, and except for a few articles on grammarin
the very early educationjournals there was no professionalliterature.Soon after
the Civil War,however,variousfactors combinedto create the "modern"field of
education,andjournals of educationwere not long in following.A few articles on
composition appeared in Education and in the Proceedings of the NEA during

the 1870sand 1880s,but the field was not well representedin printuntil the boom
years of the 1890s. With the foundingof EducationalReview in 1891and School
Review in 1893, the college-based pioneers of the field-Barrett Wendell,James
S. Hart, Fred N. Scott-found a congenialforum, and soon articles of all sorts
were appearingon composition-relatedsubjects.PMLA, the journalof the MLA,
carriedsome pedagogicalessays as well until 1903,when the MLA disbandedits
pedagogysection and ceased publishingessays on composition.
One indirect result of the MLA's decision to become an organization
exclusively literary was the foundationof the NCTE in 1911.1One of the first
actions taken by James Hosic and his little band of radical confreres was the
establishmentof a journal to be the "officialpublication"of their newly-founded
National Council of Teachersof English. Despite doubts on the printer'spart,
ten issues of English Journal appearedin 1912,and by the end of that year the
magazine was paying its own way. In 1939the first edition of College English
appeared,and thereafterEnglish Journal dealt only with secondary education
while College English covered college-level issues both of composition and of
literature.Only ten years later, in 1949,anothergroupof enthusiastsmet in Chicago and formeda special-interestgroupthat wished to concentrateon "communications"courses and the teaching of written expression. Again, establishinga
journal was a primary interest of the founders. The first volumes of College
Compositionand Communicationcontain little except reportsof the convention
speeches, but by 1960 or so the journal had become an importantforum for
composition teachers. After 1965journals were founded apace, both inside and
outside of NCTE, to serve a numberof special interests.Research in the Teaching of English appeared in 1967, English Education in 1968. Freshman English

News, the first non-NCTEcompositionjournal, appearedin 1970,and five more
journals were founded in that decade: Teaching English in the Two-YearCollege
(1974), the Journal of Basic Writing (1975), Teaching Writing and Writing Lab
Newsletter (both 1976), and Writing Program Administration 1977). Beginning in

1979there was an intense rush of activity that saw the founding of the Writing
Center Journal, the Journal of Advanced Composition, the Journal of Teaching
Writing, The WritingInstructor, and Rhetoric Review. By decades, then, the thir-

ties saw one journal founded, as did the forties. None appearedin the fifties.
Twowere foundedin the sixties, six journalswere born in the seventies, and thus
far into the eighties we have seen five.2
1. There were more direct factors leading to the need for a pedagogically-oriented organization,
most obviously the destructive effect that college entrance examinations were having on secondaryschool pedagogy. See J. N. Hook, A Long Way Together (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1980), pp. 21-22.
2. I am not here considering journals that are primarily rhetorical in nature, although Rhetoric
Society Quarterly, PrelText, and Rhetoric and Philosophy have been important to English as well as
to speech and philosophy scholars.
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Especially in recent years these patternsof journal establishmentshow a discipline in ferment, going in a numberof directionsat once as it strives to define
itself. Withinthe general picture, however,we can distinguishmore specific reasons for the birth of each of these periodicals, reasons that are practical, or
philosophical,or methodological, or political, or even personal. To understand
the world our journals have created for us, we must understandwhy they were
founded. Because, rathersurprisingly,few journalspublish explicit apologiasfor
theirestablishment,we are here left to make informedsurmises.
There is always a mixture of reasons for founding a new journal. Most
obviously, journals are founded because some particular group of academics
wishes to proclaim and formalize its existence as a discipline. We might call
these "manifestofoundings."Thus James Hosic's immediateintentionto found a
journalas the "officialorgan" of NCTE almost before the organizationhad totteredto its feet. Hosic, acutely awarethat an ongoingjournalwas a sine qua non
of professionalrespectabilityfor the fledglingorganization,was willing to spend
his own money if necessary to establish the English Journal. Thus also the
foundingof the Conferenceon College Compositionand Communicationin 1949
and the immediate establishment of College Composition and Communication.

The composition/communicationsteachers behind CCC were having no trouble
being published by then-availablevenues, but the creation of their own organ
would clearly announcethat they were here to stay.
We cannot, of course, discount the necessary element of manifesto in the
foundationof every journal. Each one is establishedto say, "Look at us; see this
ritualpresentationof our worth; understandthat we share our truths thus, and
that this artifact is testament to our collective endeavor."Doubtless there are
greater and lesser degrees of manifesto: such journals as Freshman English
News, Writing Lab Newsletter, Writing Center Journal, English Education, Journal of Advanced Composition, Writing Program Administration, and Teaching
English in the Two-Year College by their very existence argue for the worth of

their individualspecialties. But the element of manifesto is muted after a specialty has been well established, as all these specialtieswere.
The "public" message of manifesto, however explicit or muted, is always
mixed inescapably with series of less obvious internal messages broadcast to
potential readers and contributorsby the foundationof a new journal. These
internalmessages are expressions of the second major reason for establishing
new journals, what we might call "developmentalfoundings."Journalsare often
foundedto encourage an alreadyextant scholarship,distinguishingit from other
work by providingnew outlets for it. Journalsare the lares et penates of our
professionalspecialties, the physical evidence that our work exists as a genuine
discipline, that our authors and readers are worthy of respect. There is little
doubt that such periodicals as College English, Teaching English in the Two-Year

College, and English Education had as many elements of development as of
manifestoin their founding;all of their special fields were well establishedby the
time they generatedjournals, and such developmentalfoundingssignify a desire
for disciplinarypride and solidarity as much as they proclaim the "I am!" of
manifesto.
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Finally, there are journals that are founded for privatereasons, journals that
neitherannouncethe validity of a new field nor supportthe developmentof one
heretoforewithout its distinctive voice. We might call these "expansionfoundings," since the main reason for these new periodicalsseems to be a feeling that
the discipline"needs anotherjournal." This may be because establishedperiodicals are not able to cope with the volume of submissions they receive and
authors are becoming discouraged. Or the foundationof an expansionjournal
may be meant as an editorialchallengeto the establishedvalues of the discipline,
to provide a rival to the establishedjournals. It mayjust be that some group or
individualwants to exercise editorial power and create a center of influence.
CCC, whose readerswere alreadybeing served by College English, began as an
expansionjournal as well as a manifesto, and the last few years have seen a
number of expansion journals in composition: Teaching Writing, Journal of
Teaching Writing, Rhetoric Review, and The Writing Instructor. All of these jour-

nals cover areas that are covered elsewhere, and for the time being they are the
outsiders,each one strugglingto define itself, find a readershipand a community
of supportingauthors,create a name as a valuableforum.
These, then, are the reasons journals are founded. Once they are come into
being, however,what functions do journals serve for the disciplinarycommunity
they represent?The most obvious answer,the "public"answer,is thatjournals
exist to keep their readerscurrentwith the best work being done in the field, to
sharethe findingsof practitioners.Most of us read our CE, our CCC, our Freshman EnglishNews, etc. to stay in touch with our colleagues'latest ideas, to stay
abreastof the profession. Since in any vital intellectualdiscipline concepts are
constantly being revised, tested, and superseded, field journals are the instruments by which ideas are sharedand this process of improvementgoes on.
This public function of journalsis, of course, an extremelyimportantone, but
it is not, as all academicsknow, their only or even their most importantfunction.
That primacy should probablybe given to the function of fieldjournals as "filters," definingwhat sorts of work are acceptable and unacceptableto the discipline, creatingimplicitcriteriafor work to be done in the future,wieldinginstitutional authorityto create, at least to some degree, intellectualauthority.The role
of journals as disciplinary filters is not without problems, since those whose
work is filteredout will always be dissatisfied.But the growingselectivity that
compositionjournals have shown in the past fifteen years does indicate that a
more rigorous standardis being applied to the field. This in turn forces harder
work and higher content-qualityin articles submitted. Getting published in a
majorjournal has never been harderthan it is today, and those who write in
compositionstudies have both cursed this growingdifficultyand been improved
by it.3
3. See, for instance, Edward P. J. Corbett, "Editor's Farewell," CCC, 30 (1979), 349-350, and
Donald Gray, "Another Year with College English," CE, 44 (1982), 385-389. Corbett reports that
during his tenure as CCC editor he accepted between 7% and 9% of articles submitted, and Gray
reports that in 1981 he accepted 7.6% of composition articles submitted to CE. Expansion journals
have eased the flow of submissions, but the standards of the major journals have never been stiffer.
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This "filter"function of compositionjournals bringsup the inescapablequestion of where intellectualauthorityin a field really lies. To a considerable-some
would say an alarming-degree, it lies with the editors and the editorialboardsof
the majorjournals. Here we must make a sharpdistinctionbetween institutional
authorityand intellectualauthority.Journaleditorspossess the formerand play a
large role in creatingthe latter.Editors of journals, especially majorjournals like
College Composition and Communication and College English, act in their own

persons as "gates," determiningwhat sorts of scholarshipwill be accredited,
deemed permissible. The selective perpetuationof new ideas that is carried on
by these wielders of institutional power has an immense effect on what consitutes the body of knowledge definingthe discipline itself.4 Editors are not, of
course, completely free of constraint;they cannotpubliclyexclude work that has
intrinsicor obvious claim to intellectual authority,nor can they easily exclude
work by acknowledgedscholars in the discipline. Withinthese limitations,however, editors can apply a huge discretionarypower, which is one reason that
institutionalselection of a journal editor is taken much more seriously than the
annual selection of officers. When an essay appears in a major field journal, it
carrieswith it a weight of considerableauthority.
Because of their roles as filters of communityopinion,journals are the essential vehicles for redistributionof authority-both institutionaland intellectual-in
a field. Those who are often published, reviewed, and cited may advance from
obscurity to eminence in a field with startlingrapidity; similarly,groups with
distinctpolitical, philosophical, or methodologicalclaims can be aided or nearly
silenced by the decisions of journal editors. Inabilityto find a satisfactoryforum
in establishedjournals sometimes forces such groups to set up rival centers of
power and rivaljournals throughwhich to express themselves. Eventuallythese
rivaljournals may become loci of institutionalauthoritythemselves, but for the
immediatefuturethey will be outsiders. The powerwithinthe establishedinstitution will meanwhile tend to flow to those membersand authorswho "play the
game" the way the journal shows it should be played. They will be published;
their names will become known; they will gain institutionalauthorityand perhaps eventuallya place on the editorialboardor the editorshipitself.5
Much less needs to be said about the other central function of fieldjournals:
that of acting as scoreboardsand status indicatorsfor disciplinaryauthors. Publications in journals of differentlevels of fame and status earn differentamounts
of respect, leading to the universalhabit of judging academicsby their ability to
"make it into" their majorjournals. Irvin Hashimotohas graphicallyanalyzed
part of this phenomenonin his brilliant"Towarda Taxonomyof Scholarly Publications"(CE, 45 [1983], 500-505). But as importantas the kinds of scholarly
publicationsone has is where they appeared. If differentkinds of publications
4. The following discussion of journals as disciplinary filters is based on Stephen Toulmin's discussion of scientific disciplines in Human Understanding (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1972), pp. 270-275.
5. As an interesting illustration of such editorial discretion at work and its meaning for the author,
see the long footnote at the beginning of James Sledd, "In Defense of the Student's Right," College
English, 45 (1983), 667-668n.
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(essays, notes, review-essays) can be analogizedto the differentships in a fleet,
as Hashimotohas done, then the periodicals themselves might be comparedto
poker hands: "I was bluffing. Pair of reviews in CEA Critic." "Read 'em and
weep. Three 'Staffroom Interchanges' in CCC and a lead article in WPA."
"You'reboth losers. I've got an FEN, a CE, a CCC, a lit surveyin RTE, and. . .
!" (muffledgasps).
a PMLA
The ability of field journals to filter opinions and create status makes them
powerfulinstitutionsindeed. In composition studies, journals have come in the
past twenty years to be the most powerfulinstitutions;they seem to have at this
time surpassedtheir predecessors and historical rivals, textbooks, for the position of primaryinfluence. In the future, one would hope, we will come closer
still to the situation of more advancedhumanitiesdisciplines, and journals will
definethe ongoing researchwhile textbooks act as conservatorsof proventheory
used to train students rather than as oppositional strongholds of disproven
dogma.
With these facts in mind, let us shift down a gear and look more closely at the
individualjournalsthat define us as professionals.(I list in an appendixthe titles
and addressesof the journalsI will discuss in this survey.)
The two that stand out immediately,of course, are the two general NCTE
journals, College English and College Composition and Communication. The

older sibling, College English, serves the entire College Section of NCTE, a
much larger audience than that of College Composition and Communication. As
a result of this more varied readership,CE is a far more generalperiodicalthan
CCC. CE publishes essays on all topics concerningteachingEnglish in college,
both literature and composition. (CE has traditionally published more essays
concernedwith writingthan with literature,but it may be that this imbalanceis
unavoidablesince the study of the pedagogy of compositionis a more vital field
than that of the pedagogy of literature.) Published eight times yearly, College
English is probablythe most enjoyableof all the compositionjournals to read,
partly because of the general interestof most of its articles, but also because of
an editorial willingness to publish strongly polemical essays and controversial
opinions as well as poetry, graphics, and humor. CE is, indeed, as close to a
general-circulationmagazineas a professionaljournalcan be and remainrespectable. The essay, to CE, is still an art form, and interchangesof opinionbetween
teachers are as importantas tables of researchresults. In other words, CE still
places English studies squarelyin the humanitiestraditionof knowledgegained
throughreasoned discourse. It does not publish essays on techniques, skills, or
pedagogical practices divorced from larger issues and meanings. It takes on
issues of method, politics, philosophy,and classroompracticein a juridicalcontinuum, attemptingto offer something that will appeal to all members of the
profession.CE also takes on the importantbut rarelyconsideredjob of formalizing the "tacit knowledge" of the profession by commissioningreview articles
(like this one) which bringtogetherin easily accessible form much disparatebut
useful information.
Though College English is the most widely readjournal in the field of com-
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position studies, it must relinquishthe title of "most essential field journal" to
College Composition and Communication. Though it is read by fewer than half

the audienceof CE (only CCCCmembersget it), "ThreeC's" still exerts tremendous influence. CCC is the central venue of serious composition specialists, the
one journal read by everyone in the field. It publishes a wide range of articles,
fromtheoreticaland philosophicalessays to researchreports, and it is not hyperbolic to say that over 70% of the most importantcompositionresearchover the
past two decades has appearedin CCC. In additionto full-lengtharticles, CCC
has several unique features: a "StaffroomInterchange"section, which prints
shorterpieces with a more practical, pedagogicalslant, and a book review section in each issue, which covers recent professionalbooks and textbooks. CCC is
a very desirable venue, and as such it has for years been very difficult to "get
into." Unlike CE, which has eight issues each year, CCC is a quarterly,and the
journal can quite literally not keep up with the rising tide of scholarshipin the
field. CCC's inability to publish more than a fractionof submittedmanuscripts
has led to the foundationof many of the more recent general-compositionperiodicals I will discuss below.
In contrast with CE, which has maintaineda remarkablyconsistent editorial
voice duringthe past two decades, CCC has gone throughsome fairly obvious
changes in tone. What we might call the "modernera" of CCC began in 1965,
when William Irmscher took over as editor. During Irmscher's long tenure,
1965-1973,the journal cast off the last of its older characteras a sort of newsletand assumedthe statureit maintainstoday as a center-cum-conference-reporter
tral field journal. The editorship of EdwardP. J. Corbett (1974-1979)continued
this trend, shifting the journal's emphasis slightly toward practical pedagogy.
RichardL. Larson, editor since 1980,has moved CCC into a stronglytheoretical
mode. These trends are illustratedby a comparisonof numbersof articles and
averagepage lengths duringthe three editorships:
1969(editor:Irmscher)
Theory/practicearticles: 31
StaffroomInterchangepieces: 9
Book Reviews: 10
1977(editor:Corbett)
Theory/practicearticles:43
StaffroomInterchangepieces: 23
Book Reviews: 27
1981(editor:Larson)
Theory/practicearticles: 28
StaffroomInterchangepieces: 5
Book Reviews: 23

Averagelength:6.03 pp.
3.44 pp.
2.90 pp.
Averagelength:4.74 pp.
1.83 pp.
1.44 pp.
Averagelength: 10.85pp.
2.20 pp.
1.56 pp.

As these figuresshow, the differencebetween Irmscherand Corbettlies mainly
in the increasedstress that Corbettgave to StaffroomInterchangeand to a larger
numberof shorter book reviews and the resultantdecrease in the length of main
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articles. Larson, as we can see, has taken the journal in a differentdirection,
away from the brief, practical informalityof StaffroomInterchangeand toward
longer theoreticalarticles. Corbett had sought to move CCC in the directionof
College English with poetry, short humorpieces, even occasional graphics. Larson has done away with such touches, changing as well the typography and
layout, even jettisoning the traditionalcolorful covers of the journal. CCC now
exists as ajournal of obvious seriousness.
The third NCTE journal, Research in the Teaching of English, is read by

fewer than one-half of the readershipof CCC, yet in its own way it is even more
influential.The journal was establishedby RichardBraddockin 1967as a forum
for the serious and carefully-executedempiricalresearchwhich Braddock,Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell Schoer had found so notably absent in the field of
English when they published Research in Written Composition in 1963 (Urbana,

Ill.: NCTE). At first RTE appearedonly twice yearly, and duringthe journal's
early years, strictly experimentalarticles were less common than case studies,
quasi-experimentalresearch, reviews of research,and other sorts of studies that,
while more rigorousthan the "here'swhat I think" essays of other composition
journals, still lacked the methodologicalpurity of social-science research. But
times were changing. In 1973 RTE went to three issues yearly, and in 1978 to
quarterly status as the number of serious researchers grew. The journal had
begunby requiringthe MLA citationform, but in 1973Alan Purves,who hadjust
been named editor, declared that hence-forwardRTEwould use the more scientific APA citation form. It was an importantdeclarationof allegiance;with that
seemingly small change Purves announced that RTE was moving fully into the
orbit of social-science research and away from the humanitiestraditionimplied
by the MLA style.
Indeed, the history of RTE has been one of ever-increasingmethodological
rigor. Since the time of Braddock'seditorshipthe use of experimentalmethod
has risen until now the majorityof RTE essays are experimentalor descriptive
reports.The use of statisticaltables to providethe essential informationhas risen
concurrently;in the 1969volume RTEpublished an average of 2.65 tables per
article, while in 1982that numberhad risen to 4.70. Similarly,the form of RTE
articles has graduallysifted down to a relativelystandardizedversion of the classical social-science experimental report: problem, literature survey, method,
findings(statisticaltables), discussion, conclusions. Thejournalcovers the entire
spectrumof concerns from elementarythroughadult age groups, utilizing such
common research forms as the survey, case study, intensive descriptive study,
pre-test/post-testexperiment, quasi-experiment.Authors for RTE have studied
texts, classroomlayout, differentsorts of class makeup,researchmethodologies,
differentpedagogicaltechniques, and, more recently,language-basedbehaviorin
the non-academicworld. The research on speaking, reading, and writing published in Research in the Teaching of English is not always easily applicable to

pedagogicalconcerns, but a greatdeal of it does have practicaluses.
For a journal that champions objectivity,RTEitself provokes strongfeelings.
It is often condemned-even by those who support it most passionately-as
being a bit dull, a bit mechanical, a bit overformalized.RTEis indeed a far cry
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from the general-interestessays of CE and even from the rhetoricalseriousness
of CCC.6 It is not difficult to find evidence for charges that many articles in
Research in the Teaching of English are toneless and arhetorical, that the journal

gives allegianceto an experimentaltraditionplaguedby philosophicaland practical questions. And yet, for all these complaints, RTE is publishinginformation
crucial to the discipline. The critiques of Braddock and his co-authors in 1963
still hold true today: most discourse in composition studies still takes place on a
level of opinionand assertion. RTEis a valuablejournalbecause it simply has no
truckwith unsupportedassertion. It wants the facts, ma'am, insofaras they can
be ascertainedby experimentalmethods, and if these methods are not perfect,
they are at least defensible on a rationalbasis. If we complainthat RTE is overformalized, we must also realize that to some extent it was driven to those
extremesof rigorby the stubbornunwillingnessof traditionalcompositionscholarshipto subjectits theses to carefultesting.
English Education is another specialized quarterlyfrom NCTE, this one the
organof the Conferenceon English Education. Foundeda year after RTE, English Education is in many ways more a product of the revitalized progressive
educationmovement of the early and middle 60s than of the "rhetoricalrenaissance" that revitalizedthe study of composition duringthat same period. As its
title suggests, English Education is not really a "composition" journal. It is
aimed specifically at those who specialize in trainingteachers of English, and
this is an even smaller groupthan the RTEreadership;surveys also show that it
is a surprisinglydiverse group.Most readersof EE, however,are English Education faculty members, and thus the articles in the journal tend to be either at a
general "teaching older students" level or aimed specifically at questions of
traininghigh-schoolteachers.
Most of the articles published by EE are of two ratherdistinct kinds: either
they are discussions of the past, present, or future state of English and English
Ed in America, or they are essays on translatingresearchand theory into practice. Much of the attention in EE is directed within its own domain, concerned
with what English Ed "should be" or where it "should go." EE does publish
research,but rarely;its audience is obviously more interestedin essays that will
help them teach teachers and in opiningabout the state of the art. As a resultEE
often retainsthe flavorof the "old" (pre-1960)NCTEjournals more clearly than
any other currentNCTE publication.It is obviously involved in tacit argumentation for the worth and reality of the field it covers, and concerns about that field
still fill its pages.
Leavingbehindthe 1960s,we also must leave behindthe NCTE, which has sponsored no new journals since 1968.From here on the field belongs to the independents, a hardy band of enthusiasts who were willing to go to the time and
expense necessary to found and run independent academic periodicals. The
6. Remindingone of the old sayingthat you exhibityournumbersin Researchin the Teachingof

English, state your conclusions in College Composition and Communication, and argue for your
approach in College English.
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greatfatherof independent composition journals is Freshman English News,
foundedon a shoestringin 1970by Gary Tate,who continuedto edit it until 1981.
Throughoutmost of its history FEN has been known to the cognoscenti as a
journal second only (and sometimes not even second) to CCC in the quality of
the essays it published. FEN is ostensibly a newsletter, and its tabloid format,
coverless and spartan,might give an unwaryreaderthe impressionthat it will be
filled with short, chatty pieces about how teachers should correct studentessays
in green rather than red ink. Throughoutmost of its history it has had a hard
time gaining a place in academic libraries because of its unprepossessing
appearanceand extremelylow subscriptionprice ($2.00/yr.until very recentlywhen it rose to $3.00/yr.),and thus it has had to depend on individualsubscribers. Though inexpensive to print, the newsletter format has been a problem.
FEN simply looks uninspired.
In truth, however,this drab little paper is as far as a journal can be from the
phatic communion of typical newsletters. Tate set a high standardof editorial
criticism from the beginning, and FEN has typically run long articles of the
utmost seriousness as well as the helpful shorterpieces that were solicited by the
masthead.It was the outlet throughoutthe 70s for essays that were longer than
CCC or CE liked to print, or which were too radical in outlook for the mainstream journals. Such lengthy and important essays as Winston Weather's
"Grammarsof Style," Richard Coe's "Rhetoric 2001," and John Warnock's
"New Rhetoricand the Grammarof Pedagogy"could not easily have been published elsewhere, and FEN did the profession a great service in providingan
outlet for them.
Morerecently,FEN has seen some change. It has widened its officialeditorial
policy to solicit "any articles in the humanistictraditionof the study of writing
or the teaching of writing," and no longer places any restrictionon length. The
position of sole alternativevenue that the old FEN held in relationto the NCTE
journalshas been invadedby newer independents.A new editor has taken over,
giving Gary Tate a well-deservedrest, and the character-perhaps the continued
existence-of the new FEN will be determinedover the next few years. Its longtime fans continue to hope it will weatherthese changes as it has others.
If the 1960swere a period of expansionin the field, the 70s might usefully be
seen as a period of specialization.The academicfield of compositionstudies had
been established, and suddenly it began to occur to various groups that their
special interests deserved enshrinementin specialized literature.The first group
to seek this sort of dedicatedforumwas, not surprisingly,junior-collegeteachers.
The junior-college movement had been growing since the early 1960s, and by
1970there were over 800 two-yearcolleges in America(todaythere are 1148).The
needs of the teachers of English in these schools were specialized and pressing;
junior-collegeteachers knew all about the problemsof Basic Writerslong before
the CUNY experimentwith open admissions. No then-currentjournalseemed to
fulfillthe needs of these two-year college teachers, who were interestedfar less
in theory than in pedagogy and who needed a journalmore as proof of existence
and declarationof solidaritythan as a researchoutlet. Out of this need Teaching
English in the Two-Year College was born in 1974.
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Teaching English in the Two-YearCollege, a tri-quarterly, has little pretense to

academicism,presentingitself honestly for what it is: an organof communication
for the dedicated and often grossly overworkedjunior-collegeEnglish teacher.
Withfew exceptions its articles avoid high-flownphilosophizingand heavy-duty
theory; most of them are descriptions of what individualteachers have found
good. Pedagogic techniques of all sorts abound, most of them written with an
emphasison "here'show to do this" (as opposed to English Education'semphasis on "here'show to get them to do this"). The general tone of TETYCis supportive, generous, personal-very differentfrom the serious, "rational"tone of
morerigorouslyscholarlyjournals. Each issue of TETYCstarts off, for instance,
with three or four pages of "ProfessionalNews, Notes, and Announcements,"
letting the readers know about upcoming conferences, new organizationsand
journals, calls for papers, etc.-an invaluablebulletin board for readers. The
journalalso carries textbook reviews, a rare and increasinglyvaluableservice in
the currentworld of composition studies.
In sum, what TETYCdoesn't do is compensatedfor by what it does. As an
academicjournal it is frankly second-rate-but it does not seek the sort of rigor
that CCC and FEN do. Some TETYCarticles may be, of course, pieces that have
been rejectedby the more prestigiousjournals, but others were obviously written
specifically with two-year teaching in mind and with TETYCas their proper
home. The final criterion to apply when judging a journal like TeachingEnglish
in the Two-YearCollege is not whether it can match CCC, but whether it serves
its chosen audience well. I think it does-better, in certain ways, than some
more prestigiousjournals serve their readers. There is, no doubt, a temptation
for TETYCeditors to want to move the journal "upmarket"-publish more
research, more theory, etc. But as it is, TETYCgives most of its readers what
they want:a privateforum, helpfuladvice, easy access to publication.It does the
job it was designedto do.
Another growing special field generated its own journal in 1975, when the
pioneeringteachers of Basic Writingat the City Universityof New York-led by
Mina Shaughnessy-determined to turn their unofficialexchanges of papers on
Basic Writingpedagogy into a more widely circulatedjournal. Since 1975 the
Journalof Basic Writinghas published eleven issues and has almost completed
its thirdvolume.7From the beginning,when the editorialstaff saw the journalas
a forumfor helpingto define the essential issues of Basic Writingpedagogy,each
issue of JBWhas been centered arounda theme-"Error," "Courses," "Uses of
Grammar,""Reinforcement."The current staff of JBW keeps up that practice
today, althoughthe taxonomic categories of early issues have been replacedby
more general themes such as "Basic Writingand Social Science Research" and
"TrainingTeachers."
7. The publication schedule of the Journal of Basic Writing in the past has been erratic, but the
journal is definitely alive and well. Because of publication problems the journal got behind on its
cover dates; thus, as this is written in late 1983, the most recent issue is Vol. 3, #3, Fall/Winter 1981.
The editors have recently moved to computerized typesetting and hope soon to catch the cover date
up to present. Do not, as I did, take the fact that the last issue you can find is dated 1981as evidence
that the Journal of Basic Writing is defunct.
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Basic Writingis a field that is especially in need of an informingjournal, given
as it has historically been to superstitionand prejudiceof the most destructive
sorts. JEW does yeoman duty in this regard,carryingforwardthe work of pedagogicalenlightenmentbegun at CUNY in the early 1970sand made famous by
Shaughnessy'sErrorsand Expectations. Of all the fields of pedagogycovered by
composition studies, Basic Writingremains the least understood and, usually,
the least respected. It is never out of danger of lapsing back into "bonehead
English," taughtby draftees, ignoredby scholars, subsistingin a benightedtheory-vacuum.JBW militates against such a decline, and as such does necessary
work. Publishedtwice yearly,in Spring/Summerand Fall/Winterissues, the journal has alwaysbeen independently-minded.Whileadheringto no "partyline" on
issues of pedagogy,JBW consistently publishesthe best essays found anywhere
on these problems, and it regularlyattractsarticles from the leading scholars in
the field. Since each issue is centered arounda previously chosen theme, some
essays are commissionedby the editors, but large numbersof JBW essays come
in "over the transom."8
The increasingspecializationof the field was becomingever more apparentby
the middle 70s. In 1976 and 1977 two new publicationswere launched to serve
new constituencies:

The Writing Lab Newsletter and the Writing Program

AdministrationNewsletter. As Lisa Ede has pointed out to me, most of the content of newslettersis phatic communication,a sort of "Hey, I'm out here too and
we're all facing the same kinds of problems"halloo from some colleague previously unknown. The WritingLab Newsletter illustratesthis, remainingtoday
what it has been since its inception-a classic and admirablyuseful newsletter
withoutpretense to scholarlyimportance.Producedat the WritingLab at Purdue
University,each of its ten yearly issues is inexpensivelyprintedon colorful 8?V"
x 11"paperand stapled togetherat the cornerlike a departmentalhandout;each
has ten closely-typed pages. WLN publishes few long essays and few essays
concentratingon theory, specializinginstead in practicalarticles describingways
in which writinglabs can be run and improved.Practicalhelp and hand-holding
are the importantcontents. The newsletter'sreadershipwrites in almost like a
mutual-aidclub, describingtheir programswith modest pride, suggestingways to
go about organizing,improving,and evaluatinglab programs,providinganswers
to the always pressing question of funding. WLN acts like a bulletin-boardfor
writinglab administrators,keepingthem in touch, announcingwho's had a baby
or lost a relative, offering help at home and handy-dandytips. Though WLN
remainsa very specialized publication,useful only to writinglab administrators
and tutors, it serves its special purpose well. It is, in addition,the most personalized and informalof all the journals covered here, strongly imbued with the
characterof its editor, MurielHarris. It is the only writingjournalthat makes its
readersfeel like friends.
Unlike WLN, the Writing Program Administration Newsletter, started in 1977
8. For those interested in contributingto future issues, upcomingtheme issues include "Academicand Non-AcademicWriting,""Computer-Assisted
Instruction,""Basic Writersin ESL," and
"TheState of the Art."
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by the Council of WritingProgramAdministrators,did not remaina newsletter
for long. WPAsare usually teachersas well as administrators,and most are theorists and writers as well as teachers. Within two years the WPANewsletter's
folksy and newsy tone had been traded in on one much more like that of a
traditionalcompositionjournal. In 1978 the Newsletter became a refereedjournal overseen by an advisory board, publishinglonger essays on both theoretical
and practicalissues of importanceto the communityof administrators.The editors determinedto use the newly rigorousjournal not merely to keep in touch
with other administrators,but to define and improvean area of compositionthat
was comingto be extremelyimportant.
The new dispensation at WPA was formalizedin 1979, when the Newsletter
was officially changed to full journal status as WPA, WritingProgramAdministration.A relatively smalljournal appearingthree times a year, WPAis aimed
specificallyat the problemsfacing administratorsratherthan those of teachersor
students. It is less likely to publish essays on writingresearchor better teaching
techniquesthan it is to printdebates on such administrativequestionsas staffing,
organization,hiring, testing, and programdevelopment.Many of the WPAarticles are openly polemical, taking stands for or against certain policies, and
althoughthe subjects are specialized, the by-lines are very often familiarto readers of more generaljournals. Since most WPAs are also contributingscholars,
WPAoffers a uniqueperspectiveon the field. Here is where our favoriteresearch
and theory authors-Ellen Nold, Wayne Booth, Andrea Lunsford, Erika Lindemann-speak to each other on a practicaland argumentativelevel about the
administrativeproblemsthey all face. Publicationin WPA is not a goal for all, but
the journal is nearly always worth readingfor the insights it gives into the complex problemsof implementingour growingknowledgein useful ways.
Two more specialized journals appearedin 1980:the WritingCenter Journal
and the Journal of Advanced Composition. It is rather early to make sweeping

judgmentsabout the quality and purpose of these journals, but a few things can
be noted. At first look one might think both journals redundant,since presumably both constituencies were already being served: lab people by WLN, and
advanced-compositionteachers by CE, CCC, and the general journals, which
seldom draw rigorous lines between "freshman"teaching and other instruction
in writing. The editors of the WritingCenter Journal took up this question of
purposein a preface to the first issue, proposingthat since writingcenters were
on the "frontier"of the discipline with their concern for student-centeredand
process-basedpedagogies, those who ran them deserved a theory journal. The
Writing Center Journal, they claimed, would complement the Writing Lab News-

letter as "a sort of bi-annualreunionto go along with the Newsletter'smonthly
gatheringof the writingcenter family."
This statementwas followed by an admissionby the editors that they weren't
really sure what sorts of articles to expect from their readership.To some degree
the WCJreadershipwasn't sure either, and the journalwas forced to reiterateits
call for papers in the second issue. Again, in the Fall/Winter1982 issue, the
editorswere forced to all but plead for manuscriptsubmissions;they simplywere
not getting enough good essays. Part of the problem may be the considerable
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overlapbetween WCJ and WLN; indeed, the main differencebetween the two
journals has often tended to be length of articles and density of footnote apparatus. It may be that despite the fact that writing labs are on a pedagogical
frontier,the pressing natureof the problemsthey deal with interfereswith puretheory researchand scholarship.WLN may be coveringthe field to the satisfaction of the writinglab constituency; many of them feel, it seems, more comfortable contributing to an unpretentious newsletter than to a full-scale journal.
AlthoughWCJhas publisheda numberof fine essays, it still seems to be seeking
the voices for which it was designed as an outlet. Wishing to transcend the
kaffeeklatschfamiliarityof the Newsletter, WCJ has not yet found a method of
doing so that is congenial to its potential communityof authors, and one suspects that until the backgroundand professional status of the average writing
center administratorand teacher changes, the problemwill continue. WCJ may
be a case, as Stephen Toulminsuggests can happenin the sciences, in which the
foundationof a periodicalhas run ahead of genuinedisciplinaryneeds.
The Journal of Advanced Composition presents another problematical situa-

tion. Its proposed constituency certainly exists, but relativelyfew teachers or
writers define themselves primarilyas teachers of advanced composition. The
Association of Teachers of Advanced Composition as a special-field interest
group does not seem to have the cohesiveness of technical writing teachers or
even basic writing teachers. As a result the Journal of Advanced Composition,

althoughit seeks articles relatingto the teaching and theory of advancedcomposition, often reads like a general compositionjournal-and unfortunately,not
alwaysa first-rateone. Publishedtwice yearly,the JAC got off to rathera rocky
start, and its first two volumes, while containing a number of well-written
essays, also contained a number of articles that gave the impressionof having
been turned down by CCC or CE and sent to the JAC as a sort of periodical
orphanage.The "name" authors published by the JAC in those early volumes
did not appear to be sending their more importantpieces, and of the lesserknown authorsonly a few providedoutstandingessays. More recently,the journal seems to be findingbetter material.It has the potentialto be a usefuljournal
if it can find a genuine constituency;its publicationof book reviews is a needed
service, and its wide range of interestsmake it a naturaloutlet for both theoretical and practicalessays. Ultimatelythe fate of JAC is in the hands of the communityof authors. If they supportit, it will prosper;if not, it will continue at a
level of mediocrity.
This question of what we might call journal patronagebringsus to the last and
most recent group of periodicalsI will discuss: the "expansionjournals," general-composition periodicals that serve as alternative venues to the older and
more established NCTE magazines. Some of these have theoreticalbiases and
some do not; all are relativelynew and still seeking their final definitions.In this
group I place Teaching Writing (1976), The Writing Instructor (1981), the Journal
of Teaching Writing(1982), and Rhetoric Review (1982).

Of these fourjournals, TeachingWritingis the oldest, and its currenteditorial
policies set it apart from the others as well. These policies have recently
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changed; from 1976 through 1981, Teaching Writingwas a small-scale, typedformatjournalof general compositionthat had been born in a graduatecomposition course at the University of Delaware.It seldom reachednationalcirculation,
usually remaining within a relatively small circle around Delaware, and its
inability to attract large numbers of submissions meant that it appeared only
once a year. All in all, a paradigmaticwell-meaningbut small-timeoperation.In
1982,however,editor George Miller determinedto change his journal'spolicy in
orderto make TWinto somethingmore useful. In that year, instead of the usual
melange of articles, TW published solicited essays by teachers describingwhat
was taught in graduatecourses in composition at a numberof differentuniversities. Rather than a journal, Teaching Writinghad become a sort of yearly
descriptivereportto the professionon some one importantelement of the teaching of writing. The 1983 TW will report on graduateprogramsin rhetoric and
composition, and the 1984 issue will cover CAI applications. In deciding no
longer to pursue the usual goals of traditionalgeneral-coveragejournals, Teaching Writinghas freed itself to offer more specific-and probablymore usefulservices to the profession.
The WritingInstructor,begun in 1981,is a quarterlyjournal published by a
groupof practitionersassociated with the vital FreshmanWritingProgramat the
University of Southern California.Evaluationof this and other journals fewer
than four years old must necessarily be tentative, but the primaryimpression
given by TWIis one of involvementand enthusiasm.The editorialstaff is young,
and TWI is a youthful-soundingjournal, with both the negative and positive
implicationsof that term. On the negative side, TWI started off with a rather
narrowdemandfor pedagogically-basedsubmissions,thinking,perhaps,to offset
the seeming move of CCC away from practicalessays on teaching. This potentially constrainingsubmissions policy, though still on the masthead, seems to
have been transcendedin practice, since The WritingInstructoris now publishing some fine articles with only tangentialrelationto "how-to"pedagogy.Youthful enthusiasmalso showed in the selections of certainessays in early issues; not
all articles were as solid as one mighthave wished.
Youthfulness can also be a positive element in a journal, however, and the
informedenthusiasmthat comes throughin TWImakes the journalvery appealing. USC is an important intellectual center for composition studies, and the
entire Los Angeles area is home to many valuableresource people. TWI draws
on a pool of local talent bigger perhaps than any other in the country, and this
helps make possible the unique format it uses of printing an essay alongside
immediateresponses to it from other scholarsand teachers. The give-and-takeof
such an opinion/responseformatoften makes TWI seem more a dialoguethan a
lecture, part of the journal'scharm. TWIis drawingmore and more quality submissions as word-of-mouthadvertisingmakes it known, and one can almost see
the quality of each issue rise. The emphasisis still on teachingtechniques, exercises, etc., but TWI has also printed theoretical pieces, review-essays, book
reviews-indeed, almost any quality work relatingto composition.
The Journal of Teaching Writing, which appeared for the first time in spring of

1982,is probablythe most expensively-producedjournal covered by this essay:
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large, beautifully printed, and carefully designed, with an inviting format that
makes it easy to read. More importantly,JTW has published a numberof fine
articles by well-known scholars and by lesser-knownbut promisingauthors as
well. It covers both theory and practice, includes useful book reviews, is very
capablyedited, and would seem to have a brightfuture. And yet, the Journalof
Teaching Writing evidences a strangely divided personality. Published twice
yearly by the Indiana Teachersof Writing,JTW exists in a state between two
worlds of academicpublication-the regionaland the national.Like The Writing
Instructor,it has the advantageof being located in a state with a great deal of
activity in composition, but unlike the Californiajournal, JTW still depends for
most of its readershipon the state where it is located. Not all JTW subscribers
are Hoosiers, but the majorityare membersof IndianaTeachersof Writingwho
receive the journal as part of their membership,and thus JTWhas only begun to
attractthe nationalreadershipit obviously is interestedin.
Its affiliation with Indiana Teachers of Writing presents the journal with
anothercrux, since the organizationexists to serve teachers at all levels, from
elementarythroughcollege. Thus a large numberof JTW'sreadersare elementary and secondary teachers, people who are interestedin pragmaticclassroom
techniquesand in applicationsof ideas in their own schools. Most of the submissions to the journal, however, come from college-level authors who wish to
addressthe problemsof college writers and who are speakingto an audience of
their peers. Ron Strahl, the editor of JTW,is thus forced to decide whether to
try to serve his whole constituency by soliciting more elementary-and secondary-levelarticles or to publishthe good college-level materialthat comes his way
most frequently.Along with the question of regional-nationalemergence, this
questionof the level to which JTWis addressedneeds to be answeredbefore the
journalcan define itself clearly.
The most recently founded journal, the twice-yearly Rhetoric Review, is in
some ways an impressivejournal, largely because of the almost immediatesupport it has receivedfrom the communityof well-establishedacademicauthors.A
continuingproblemfor some newerjournalsis lack of quality submissions;many
authorswant, it seems, to appearin CCC or nowhere, and this dearth of good
manuscriptshas meanttroublefor infantjournals. Rhetoric Review, however,has
had the supportof authorsfrom the beginning.It is not, of course, unusualfor
newerjournals to solicit or publish essays by "name" scholars-but, as we all
have seen, such authors often submit their secondary or occasional pieces to
newerjournals, saving their major statements for established organs. RR has
attractedmajoressays from such authorsas EdwardP. J. Corbett,Joseph Coinprone, WalkerGibson, Maxine Hairston, John Warnock,Jim Corder,and many
others-all in its first two years of publication.
EditorTheresaEnos from the beginningmade RR a truly generaljournal, not
limitedby any sort of specializationfrom publishinggood material.She also realized that if RR was to attractsubscriptions,libraryadoptions, and superiorsubmissions, it would have to have a professional-lookingformat; the fate of the
transient-appearing Freshman English News taught that lesson. So Rhetoric

Review is a well-turned-outjournal, with size, graphics, printing, and general
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appearanceall of good quality.RR is not producedon the cheap, and authors,
egotists that they must be, notice such small touches. By careful soliciting and
direct-mailannouncements,RR attractedenoughqualityarticlesfor its firstthree
issues that a tone was set, and it now seems possible that RhetoricReview may
go on to compete with Freshman English News for the status of primarynonNCTE compositionjournal.
This Cook's Tour of our current journal situation does not show clearly the
underlyingfactors that are continuingto shape our journals and our profession,
but it may begin to suggest how strongis the fermentin our field. The discipline
of composition studies is in a transitionalperiod right now, and our periodical
literaturemirrorsboth our solidarityand our divisions. For many years the field
had few journals, and they containeda discouraginglylarge percentageof unsupported assertion, opinionizing of every sort, naive advice, self-righteoushomilies. Only in the past two decades have we begunto develop a scholarlyliterature
that really deserves that name, and even since 1963 we have been prey to the
worst sorts of throwbacksto the Bad Old Days. As a field we have until recently
been utterly gullible, willing to swallow the veriest tripe with a smile and a nod.
What can only be called a disciplinary inferiority complex led us to accept
almost any half-bakedassertion that an authorcould back up with some sort of
referenceto "scientific" language study. We have for too long been the sweetnaturedvillage idiot of college disciplines, gapingat linguistically-basedsleight of
hand, moved to tears by humanisthistrionics,patheticallygratefulto anyone in a
"real"disciplinewho would deign to suggest an analogyto our field.
All of this has been changing, slowly, over the past few years. As ourjournals
have become more specialized, more sophisticated, our discipline has become
tougher,more demanding,more intellectuallyrespectable.We need be defensive
no more about the quality of scholars we attractor the worth of the scholarship
they generate. Composition studies has grown up quickly-but no gains are
made withoutlosses. If ourjournals are more impressive,they are less entertaining and morerarefied.If our disciplineis more mature,we pay a price in a loss of
the solidarityof earlier years. If our scholarshipis more sophisticatedand specialized, we pay a price in the growingfragmentationof interests dividingus; as
short a time ago as ten years, a hard-workinggeneralistcould practicallycommand the entire field, and today, as the array of journals and their purposes I
have surveyed suggests, that would be impossible for anyone. If we have begun
to exchange the credulous pluralismof our earlier years for a more critical perspective, we pay a price in the threat to the geniality and fellowship that have
alwaysmarkedprofessionalrelationsin compositionstudies.
Like it or not, however, we are launched. Compositionstudies is a genuine
discipline, no longer merely a hobby, or avocation, or punishment,and through
our scholarlycontributionsto journals we can direct this fledglingdisciplinein a
numberof directions. There is no doubt that the era of specializationis here to
stay; we now know that our task of better understandingwritingand the teaching
of writing is so complex that it will not yield to the simple solutions of past
theory. Within the necessary subdivisions of composition studies, however,we
can still strive to maintainthe fraternityand consubstantialitythat have always
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been the most attractive elements of our field. It would seem a shame to
exchange the amiable credulity of our discipline's youth only for the Passchendaele criticality of "mature" humanities fields like literary theory. Before all else,
if we are to be true to our best heritage as rhetoricians, we must strive to maintain communication with each other: never to dismiss, never to despair of, never
to despise any other serious practitioner must be the goals embodied by our
scholarship. We are the oldest and the newest of the humanities, and it is up to
us to use the lessons of our past to vision forth for the future the best that
scholarship can be.
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